EVERLASTING BEAUTY FOR YOUR POOLSCAPE
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THE EVERLASTING BEAUTY OF DUR A ZZO POOL FINISHES
ENHANCE EVERY POOLSCAPE
DURAZZO pool finishes utilize the natural beauty of premium marble aggregates and our exclusive non-fading colored quartz to create
an exceptionally smooth finish that transforms your pool into an elegant display of natural beauty!
As a superior pool finish, Durazzo outperforms traditional pool plasters over time and in harsh chemical environments. The durable
finishes resist the spot etching, staining and discoloration which quickly destroys the average pool surfaces, marring their original beauty.
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DURAZZO finishes use premium marble
aggregates, creating a smoother surface
than pebble finishes.
Your pool can become an extension of
your dreams. Durazzo is available in a
range of color designs that are factory
blended to perfection. And if so inclined,
you can even custom blend our premium
finish to invent an exquisite poolscape that
truly creates an original statement.
Ask your pool representative for a
complete presentation of our product line.
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Safety Zone
When safety is paramount you will feel
secure knowing Durazzo is a slip resistant,
gentle finish that is safe for feet and
swimsuits.
Advantages
Pre-blended/ready to use, comfortable,
smooth, variety of colors, reduces
maintenance, and ease of application
Specifications
Complete three-part master specifications
are available for Durazzo installations.
Contact your pool representative
for more information and details.

Sample colors are as accurate as modern printing can produce and are shown at a smaller scale. The color of your pool may
vary due to water depth, lighting conditions at job-site, mixing and installation methods. Sample colors are shown wet.
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Durazzo is a registered trademark of SGM, Inc. Use of the trademark without prior written consent is prohibited.

Warranty
You can rest assured that
the highest quality products
have been used and are supported
by the best warranty program
in the industry.
It is a sign of our commitment
to achieve the highest quality standards
in all our swimming pool and spa finishes.
Register your warranty online at
www.sgm.cc/pool_warranties.

